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BOOKS FOR LESS THAN $3 EACH!

SEE PAGES
3, 6–7, 24–25
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SAVE OVER

25%

801. THE
WILDEST BOOK
WEEK EVER!
Who will win first prize
in the wildest Book
Week EVER?
Heath McKenzie. Scholastic
Australia. Hardcover.
Full colour. 24 pp.
Early Years/Foundation.
$19.99 TE $14.00

BOOK Eve R!
AWARDS

2020 CHILDREN’S BOOK AWARDS
OVER 45% OFF SHORTLISTED TITLES!

NEW FROM
DAVID
WALLIAMS!

SEE PAGES 12–14

SAVE OVER

802. THE WORLD’S
WORST TEACHERS

20%

Walliams’ gruesome tales
of splendidly sinister teachers
are just what the doctor ordered.
David Walliams, illus Tony Ross.
HarperCollins UK. Softcover.
Full colour. 312 pp.
Middle/Upper Primary.

10 PACK

$26.99 TE $21.00
SAVE OVER

35%

803. MY STORY:
CONTAGION

As the horrors of WWI
are drawing to a close,
Charlotte McKenzie finds
herself experiencing at
close hand the effects of
the Spanish Flu pandemic...
Kerry Greenwood. Scholastic
Australia. Softcover. 192 pp.
Middle/Upper Primary.
$19.99 TE $12.00

804. MAGNETIC DOUBLE-SIDED WHITEBOARD 10-PACK
Great for independent learning, these blank boards are
magnetic/dry-erase on one side and dry-erase only on the other side.

Creative School Supplies. Pack of 10 portable whiteboards, each 300mm x 250mm.
$79.99 TE $79.00

EXTRA TEACHING NOTES IN THIS ISSUE!

OVER 200 THINGS TO MAKE!
Over 50 projects in each book, using everyday materials and a well-balanced mix of techniques.

SAVE

7

$

SAVE

7

$

.99

SAVE

7

$

.99

SAVE

7

$

.99

.99

805. 51 Things to Make
with Paper Plates

806. 51 Things to Make
with Toilet Rolls

807. 51 Things to Make
with Egg Cartons

808. 51 Things to Make
with Cardboard Boxes

$19.99 TE $12.00

$19.99 TE $12.00

$19.99 TE $12.00

$19.99 TE $12.00

Quarto Education. Softcover. Full
colour. 80 pp. Foundation/Primary.

Quarto Education. Softcover. Full
colour. 80 pp. Foundation/Primary.

Quarto Education. Softcover. Full
colour. 80 pp. Foundation/Primary.

Quarto Education. Softcover. Full
colour. 80 pp. Foundation/Primary.

809. Playing with Collage +
Teaching Notes

Jeannie Baker shares her collage
secrets! Whether it’s dried flowers
or tiny shells, spaghetti or postage
stamps, you too can use the world
around you to make astonishingly
beautiful and deeply creative
works with strong messages about
connecting with nature!

SAVE

7

$

.99

Jeannie Baker. Walker Books Aust.
Hardcover. Full colour. 40 pp. Plus Teaching
Notes Booklet. Primary/Secondary.
$32.99 TE $25.00

SET OF 11 CHARTS

SAVE

10

$

.99

810. Emotions Art & Language

Eleven charts put 15 commonly felt emotions in the spotlight and offer associated artworks, photographs, line drawing styles, colour
palettes and word lists of synonyms and antonyms that convey those emotions.
Creative School Supplies. Eleven full-colour, heavy card, laminated charts, each 425mm x 295mm, in a clear plastic storage folder. Early Years/Primary.
$59.99 TE $49.00
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KEEP KIDS READING!

SAVE OVER

100

$

811. FUNNY ANIMALS COLLECTION

A collection of 10 hilarious stories about animals and their silly antics!

LESS THAN
$3 PER BOOK!

Imagine That. Ten softcover, full-colour picture books, each 24 pp. Early Years/Foundation.
$129.99 TE $29.00

SAVE OVER

812. Omeletta Hen

Young Nelson despairs that
his hen won’t lay her eggs
in his henhouse, so decides
to lock her in until she lays
in the nest. But Omeletta is
one stubborn creature and
refuses to lay any eggs at all
until she is freed.

SAVE OVER

33%

60%

BOOK!
813. Thelma the
Unicorn Big Book

Thelma is an ordinary pony
who longs to be more.
By turning herself into a
unicorn with the help of
a little paint and glitter,
Thelma quickly rises to
fame. But does she really
want all the attention?
Aaron Blabey. Scholastic
Australia. 28-pp full-colour
softcover Big Book. Early Years/
Foundation/Lower Primary.

Janelle Wilkey, illus Deborah
Hinde. Scholastic New Zealand.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp.
Early Years/Lower Primary.

$39.99 TE $15.00

$17.99 TE $12.00

15 BOOKS

SAVE $220.85
ON

39
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814. CLASS SEND-HOME READING SET (EARLY YEARS)
A collection of popular reads to use for send-home reading.

15 books (may be a mix of softcover and hardcover picture books and readers). Titles may vary.
$259.85 TE $39.00

LESS THAN $3 PER BOOK!

TEACHER ESSENTIALS
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OUR CLASSROOM IS…
A beautifully illustrated
picture book that sensitively
explains issues that dominate
the news in an appropriate
manner for children.

SAVE OVER

SAVE OVER

45%

45%

815. Rules and Responsibilities

Louise Spilsbury, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.
$24.99 TE $12.50

816. Protecting the Planet

Louise Spilsbury, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.
$24.99 TE $12.50

817. I Am Peace

SAVE OVER

20%

Perfect for the
classroom, Susan
Verde’s gentle
narration and Peter H.
Reynolds’ expressive
watercolours bring the
tenets of mindfulness
to a kid-friendly level.

SAVE OVER

20

818. Don’t Worry,
Little Crab

%

A bold picture book
about building up
the courage. When
Little Crab catches
a first glimpse of the
water, the waves seem
ENORMOUS! Will
Little Crab be brave
enough to go in?

Susan Verse, illus Peter H.
Reynolds. Thames & Hudson.
Hardcover. Full colour. 32 p.
Early Years/Lower Primary.

Chris Haughton. Walker
Books. Hardcover. Full colour.
40 pp. Early Years/Lower
Primary.

$24.99 TE $19.50

$27.99 TE $22.00

Individual, small-group, and wholeclass activities and inspirational reading
passages encourage students to take
on a growth mindset and understand
that they can get better at anything
with time and effort.
SAVE

5

$

.99

SAVE

5

$

.99

819. Change Your Mindset (Lower Primary)
Teacher Created Resources. Softcover with
B/W illustrations. 80 pp. Lower Primary.
$34.99 TE $29.00

820. Change Your Mindset (Middle Primary)
Teacher Created Resources. Softcover with
B/W illustrations. 80 pp. Middle Primary.
$34.99 TE $29.00
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KIND AND RESPECTFUL!

SAVE OVER

20%

821. Hello! A Counting Book of Kindnesses

Hold my hand and count to ten, Together we’ll make it better again!
A highly original 1 to 10 counting book celebrating cultural diversity, and
centred on themes of migration, refuge and inclusivity.
Hollis Kurman, illus Stephane-Yves Barroux. Walker Books. Hardcover. Full colour. 32 pp.
Early Years/Lower Primary.
$27.99 TE $22.00

30 BLACKLINE POSTERS THAT
KIDS CAN PERSONALISE!

822. Kids Who Did

True stories about inspiring
children who have saved lives,
changed history and fought to
survive war and oppression—
feral kids, fearless kids,
Olympic champions, humanrights crusaders, climatechange activists, princes
and prisoners, workers
SAVE OVER
and whiz-kids!
Kirsty Murray. Allen&Unwin.
Softcover. Full colour. 224 pp.
Middle/Upper Primary and
Lower Secondary.

15%

823. Classroom
Kindness Personal
Poster Set

ONLY

50c

EACH!
Inspire students to be
kind members of your
classroom community with
these great fill-in posters!
Display them to promote a
learning environment that
values empathy.

Scholastic US. 30 blackline
posters, each 432mm x 559mm,
plus a 4-pp teaching guide.
Middle/Upper Primary.
$29.99 TE $15.00

$22.99 TE $19.00

35 PIECES

824. Be Amazing Display Set

Remind students to BE THE BEST THEY CAN BE with this colourful mindset display set.
The brightly coloured words and star accents promote positive thinking and good manners.
Teacher Created Resources. 35 brightly coloured words and 11 star accents; title piece measures 318mm x 292mm.
$29.99 TE $19.00

SAVE OVER

35%
TEACHER ESSENTIALS
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IN OUR CLASSROOM...
SAVE

4

$

.99

104 MAGNETIC PIECES
SAVE

7

$

825. Magnetic Learning Letters

Soft foam, lowercase letters that stick to any magnetic surface
to build early literacy skills. Supports students with colour-coded
letters to differentiate consonants (blue) from vowels (red).
Learning Resources. Four complete lowercase alphabet sets in a sturdy storage
tub. Largest letter measures 38mm H. Early Years/Foundation/Primary.
$44.99 TE $40.00

826. Magnetic Vowel Owls

This set of six write-on/wipe-off, magnetic owls is great for
learning sight words, sorting words by vowels, or comparing
long and short vowels.
Learning Resources. Six magnetic pieces, each 127mm x 178mm.
$36.00 TE $29.00

CLINGY SIGHT WORDS
The 100 most commonly used sight words, colour-coded and ready to use anywhere, due to the innovative
Clingy Thingies technology that also makes them washable and reusable!

SAVE
.99

12

$
827. Sight Words 1-50 Clingy Thingies

828. Sight Words 51-100 Clingy Thingies

$27.99 TE $15.00

$27.99 TE $15.00

Teacher Created Resources. Fifty sight words plus six blank pieces,
each 67mm x 32mm. Foundation/Primary.

Teacher Created Resources. Fifty sight words plus six blank pieces,
each 67mm x 32mm. Foundation/Primary.
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15 BOOKS

SAVE $154.85

39

$

829. CLASS SEND-HOME READING SET (LOWER PRIMARY)
A collection of popular reads to use for send-home reading.
15 books (may be a mix of softcovers and hardcovers). Titles may vary.
$193.85 TE $39.00
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SAVE
.99

12

$

LESS THAN $3 PER BOOK!

LITERACY IS A PRIORITY!
Flexible and easy-to-use, each with 200 laminated cards featuring activities that will improve children’s
spelling, The Spelling Box series is the resource you need to take your spelling program to the next level.
Designed with flexibility in mind, this resource can be used with ANY spelling scheme and ANY spelling list.
SAVE

10

$

.95

830. The
Spelling Box 1

SAVE

10

$

.95

831. The
Spelling Box 2

RIC. Boxed set of
200 laminated
cards. Year 1.

RIC. Boxed set of
200 laminated
cards. Year 2.

$79.95

$79.95

TE $69.00

SAVE

10

$

832. The
Spelling Box 3

.95

RIC. Boxed set of
200 laminated
cards. Year 3.

TE $69.00

SAVE

10

$

833. The
Spelling Box 4

.95

RIC. Boxed set of
200 laminated
cards. Year 4.

$79.95

$79.95

TE $69.00

SAVE

10

$

.95

834. The
Spelling Box 5
RIC. Boxed set of
200 laminated
cards. Year 5.

TE $69.00

SAVE

10

$

.95

835. The
Spelling Box 6

RIC. Boxed set of
200 laminated cards.
Year 6.

$79.95

$79.95

TE $69.00
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836. CLASS SEND-HOME READING SET (MIDDLE PRIMARY)
A collection of popular reads to use for send-home reading.
15 books (may be a mix of softcovers and hardcovers). Titles may vary.

TE $69.00

15 BOOKS

SAVE $200.88

39

$

LESS THAN $3 PER BOOK!

$239.88 TE $39.00

TEACHER ESSENTIALS
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SHORT READS
SHORT READS FICTION and NON-FICTION short texts
for all reading abilities, with close reading activities to
develop deep comprehension.

837. Short Reads
Fiction Box 1

Reading level 1 to 8;
Lexile range BR to 200L;
colour wheel bands
magenta, red and yellow.

SAVE OVER

50

$

$450.00 TE $399.00

838. Short Reads
Fiction Box 2

BOXES 1 AND 2

Reading level 9 to 18;
Lexile range 210L to 400L;
colour wheel bands blue,
green, orange and turquoise.

Focus not only on close reading but also on developing critical
phonics and spelling skills, and high-frequency sight words in a
reading context.

$450.00 TE $399.00

SAVE OVER

50

$

839. Short Reads
Fiction Box 3

Reading level 19 to 24;
Lexile range 410L to 600L;
colour wheel bands purple,
gold, silver/white.

BOXES 3, 4 AND 5

Students are guided carefully through an exploration of text that
involves re-reading several times for a variety of purposes.

$450.00 TE $399.00

SAVE OVER

50

$

WHAT MAKES SHORT READS DIFFERENT?
FAST

FAST

Texts designed to be read and discussed within
20-30 minutes.

840. Short Reads
Fiction Box 4

FLEXIBLE

50

$

Proven terracing methods supported by skillsbased activities that explicitly link READINGLISTENING-DISCUSSION-WRITING SKILLS.
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TEACHER ESSENTIALS

CUR

At scholastic.co.nz/teacher-corner you can
download a free, searchable spreadsheet that
details how these cards support the Curriculum:
English for Years 2-8, as well as other learning
areas and cross-curriculum priorities.

841. Short Reads
Fiction Box 5

ZEALA

D•
N

CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT

8

SAVE OVER

EFFECTIVE

ED

EFFECTIVE

$450.00 TE $399.00

GN

FLEXIBLE

Reading level 25 to 28;
Lexile range 610L to 800L;
colour wheel bands emerald
and ruby.

Appropriate questions and prompts provided.
Plus guidance as to where answers are found
in the texts, and possible responses for
challenging questions.

UL U M AL

I

Reading level 29 to 30+;
Lexile range 810L to 1000+L;
colour wheel bands sapphire
and white.
$450.00 TE $399.00

SAVE OVER

50

$

FICTION
CLOSE READING involves careful study
of a short text passage to build a deep,
critical understanding of the text.
HOW DOES CLOSE READING WORK?

Close reading is the careful reading and re-reading of a
short text passage several times, for different purposes.
It develops in the reader deep comprehension and
understanding of the text’s form, craft and meanings.

FIRST READING

SECOND READING

Read
Closely

• questions
and
discussion
points to
unpack the
text and its
features

SMALL GROUP

Prepare
& Read

• prompt
questions to
establish
context
• independent/
group reading

THIRD READING

PAIRS

Discuss

• discussion
questions
to clarify
understanding
and use higherorder thinking
skills

FOURTH READING

Write

TEACHER ESSENTIALS

INDIVIDUAL

• writing tasks
that require
re-reading of
the text

9

SHORT READS
SHORT READS FICTION and NON-FICTION short texts
for all reading abilities, with close reading activities to
develop deep comprehension.
BOXES 1 AND 2

Focus not only on
close reading but also
on developing critical
phonics and spelling
skills, and high-frequency
sight words in a reading
context.

842. Short Reads
Non-fiction Box 1

Reading level 1 to 8;
Lexile range BR to 200L;
colour wheel bands
magenta, red and yellow.

SAVE OVER

50

$

$450.00 TE $399.00

843. Short Reads
Non-fiction Box 2

BOXES 3, 4 AND 5

Students are guided
carefully through an
exploration of text that
involves re-reading
several times for a
variety of purposes.

Reading level 9 to 18;
Lexile range 210L to 400L;
colour wheel bands blue,
green, orange and turquoise.

SAVE OVER

50

$

$450.00 TE $399.00

1

PREPARE AND READ

2

READ CLOSELY

3

DISCUSS

Prompt questions establish context and introduce ideas.

4

Teacher’s Guides provide strategies for developing critical
analysis and interpretation.
Prompts for every card are provided to stimulate indepth discussion in a small group session. They cover
basic comprehension, text/language features, grammar,
punctuation and spelling, and higher-order thinking skills.

WRITE

844. Short Reads
Non-fiction Box 3

Reading level 19 to 24;
Lexile range 410L to 600L;
colour wheel bands purple,
gold, silver/white.

$450.00 TE $399.00

SAVE OVER

50

$

Writing tasks engage students in breaking down the text,
and responding to it on a sophisticated level.
READING LEVEL RANGES IN SHORT READS
FICTION & NON-FICTION

READING LEVEL

LEXILE RANGE

LEVEL COLOUR
Magenta

BOX 1

1 to 8

BR to 200L

Red
Yellow
Blue

BOX 2

9 to 18

210L to 400L

Green

845. Short Reads
Non-fiction Box 4

Reading level 25 to 28;
Lexile range 610L to 800L;
colour wheel bands
emerald and ruby.

SAVE OVER

50

$

$450.00 TE $399.00

Orange
Turquoise
Purple

BOX 3

19 to 24

410L to 600L

Gold
Silver/White

BOX 4

BOX 5

25 to 28

29 to 30+

610L to 800L

810L to 1000+L

Emerald
Ruby
Sapphire
White

Every card in the collection is Lexiled.
Lexile, Lexile Framework and the Lexile symbol are U.S. registered trademark of MetaMetrics Inc.

10 TEACHER ESSENTIALS

846. Short Reads
Non-fiction Box 5

Reading level 29 to 30+;
Lexile range 810L to 1000+L;
colour wheel bands
sapphire and white.
$450.00 TE $399.00

SAVE OVER

50

$

NON-FICTION
HOW LONG IS EACH LESSON?
The questions and discussion prompts in the
Teacher’s Guide are designed to be used
with teacher-led, small groups of students.
Because the texts are short, your students
should be able to read, re-read and discuss
a card in one lesson.

In the activities, students will:
• re-read the card deeply
• reorganise information to present it in
a new way
• form and articulate an opinion, based
on evidence from the text.

TEACHER ESSENTIALS

11
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BOOK AWARDS!

The New Zealand Book Awards for Children and Young Adults are a unique celebration
of the contribution New Zealand’s children’s authors and illustrators make to building
national identity and cultural heritage.
2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: PICTURE BOOKS
847. The
Gobbledegook Book

Joy Cowley’s favourite
stories, poems and nonsense
rhymes collected in a
hardback gift volume
for all to treasure.
SAVE OVER

35%

SAVE OVER

40%

Joy Cowley, illus Giselle Clarkson.
Gecko Press. Hardcover.
Full colour. 88 pp. Primary
$39.99 TE $25.00

848. Mini Whinny #2: Goody Four Shoes

Goody Four-Shoes is the best—at everything. She’s
graceful. She can jump really, really high. And her
mane is too perfect. Find out how Mini Whinny plans to
escape her annoyingly perfect stable neighbour in this
adorable story of horsey friendship.
Stacy Gregg, illus Ruth Paul. Scholastic New Zealand. Softcover.
Full colour. 32 pp. Early years/Lower Primary.
$17.99 TE $10.00
SAVE OVER

35

%

SAVE OVER

35%

Donovan Bixley
re-tells the story of
how Maui slowed
the journey of the
sun through the
sky each day. The
traditional tale but
with Donovan’s
unique twist and

849. Pūrākau o Aotearoa: Te Whakatautōnga a Māui i Te Rā

850. Tales of Aotearoa: How Māui Slowed the Sun

$19.99 TE $12.50

$19.99 TE $12.50

Donovan Bixley, translated by Darryn Joseph and Keri Opai.
Upstart Press. Softcover. Full colour. 24 pp. Early Years/Lower Primary.

12 TEACHER ESSENTIALS

Donovan Bixley, cultural accuracy ensured by Darryn Joseph.
Upstart Press. Softcover. Full colour. 24 pp. Early Years/Lower Primary.

.
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2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: FIRST BOOK

851. The Day the Plants
Fought Back!

An action-packed, hilarious play
on words about two wild, rascally
boys and the trouble they cause in
the garden, until the plants decide
to teach them a lesson… because,
as the boys discover, plants have
eyes and ears too!

SAVE OVER

20

%

Belinda O’Keefe, illus Richard Hoit.
Scholastic NZ. Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp.
Early Years/Foundation/Lower Primary.
$18.99 TE $15.00

2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: JUNIOR FICTION

SAVE OVER

SAVE OVER

33

852. Lizard’s Tale

An action-packed adventure set in a
British colony in Asia as the Japanese
invasion of Singapore looms. When
Twelve-year-old Lizard steals a small teak
box containing a Japanese code book,
he finds himself in a dangerous world of
wartime espionage.
Weng Wai Chan. Text Publishing. Softcover. 256 pp.
Middle/Upper Primary and Lower Secondary.
$21.00 TE $14.00

SAVE OVER

33

%

45%

%

853. Prince of Ponies

When twelve-year-old Mira stumbles across
a white stallion in a forest in Berlin, she
doesn’t realise that this horse will take her
on an incredible journey. Together, they’re
going to ascend the starry heights of Grand
Prix show jumping, and sweep back in time
to Poland in 1939…
Stacy Gregg. HarperCollins. Softcover. 320 pp.
Middle/Upper Primary and Lower Secondary.
$17.99 TE $12.00

854. Miniwings #6: Moonlight
the Unicorn’s High Tea Hiccup

Clara and Sophia are going to a
fancy high tea and the naughty
Miniwings want to crash it! Those
naughty Miniwings get into so much
trouble, especially that razzly-dazzly
unicorn, Moonlight!
Sally Sutton, illus Kirsten Richards.
Softcover. Full colour. 96 pp. Primary.
$14.99 TE $8.00

2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: TE REO MĀORI
Join Flit and his friends, Kiki the kaka, rascally robins Bit and
Bob, Keri the kiwi and wise old Ruru as they figure out who
the mystery eggs belong to?

855. Flit the Fantail and the Mystery Eggs
SAVE OVER

45

%

Kat Merewether. Scholastic New Zealand. Softcover. Full colour.
32 pp. Early Years/Lower Primary.
$18.99 TE $10.00

856. Ko Flit, Te Tīrairaka me Ngā Hēki Muna

Kat Merewether, translated by Ngaere Roberts. Scholastic New
Zealand. Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Early Years/Lower Primary.
$18.99 TE $10.00

SAVE OVER

45%
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2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: NONFICTION

857. Mophead

In this moving graphic memoir of growing up Pasifika in
New Zealand, Selina is ridiculed at school for being a mophead
because of her big, frizzy hair. She ties it any which way to try to
be like the other kids. But at one point she decides to embrace
her difference, to let her hair out and be wild. Follow her journey
through gaining her PhD, meeting the Queen and Barak Obama,
until she becomes New Zealand’s best-selling Poet Laureate!

SAVE OVER

20%

Selina Tusitala Marsh. Auckland University Press. Hardcover. Full colour.
88 pp. Primary/Secondary.
$24.99 TE $19.00

2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: ILLUSTRATION

SAVE OVER

SAVE OVER

20

SAVE OVER

25

%

25%

%

858. Dozer the Fire Cat

In February 2019, a tiny spark in a Pigeon
Valley paddock became the largest fire in
New Zealand since 1955. Around 3,500
people were evacuated, including Dozer
the cat who went missing the same evening.
Robyn Prokop, illus Jenny Cooper. Scholastic NZ.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Early Years/Primary.
$18.99 TE $15.00

859. Song of the River

Cam follows a river’s journey from its
trickling source in the mountains all
the way to the sea. The river leads him
through forests, farms and towns to
the salty wind of the sea.
Joy Cowley, illus Kimberly Andrews. Gecko Press.
Hardcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Lower/Middle Primary.
$29.99 TE $22.00

860. Wildlife of Aotearoa

Gavin Bishop weaves a
compelling visual narrative of
our land, our people and our
wildlife—past, present and future.
Gavin Bishop. Penguin NZ. Hardcover.
Full colour. 64 pp. Primary.
$40.00 TE $29.00

2020 NEW ZEALAND BOOK OF THE YEAR: YOUNG ADULT
861. Ursa

SAVE OVER

33%

There are two peoples living
in the city of Ursa: the
Cerels and the Travesters.
Travesters move freely and
enjoy a fine quality of life.
But fifteen-year-old Leho
canít remember a time
when Cerels lived without
fear. But now his world is
changing. Revolution is
coming. Will Leho be able
to save his family?
Tina Shaw. Walker Books.
Softcover. 304 pp. Ages 15 plus.
$22.99 TE $15.00

14 TEACHER ESSENTIALS

862. Wynter’s Thief

SAVE OVER

20%

Fox is a fringe dweller, with a
T branded on his cheek that
marks him a Thief. Wynter is
working as a water diviner but
when she finds water for her
drought-strapped village, they
turn on her and want to burn
her as a witch. Together they
flee, to find a place they can
settle and resolve unanswered
questions about their past. But
Wynter is being pursued...
Sherryl Jordan. One Tree House.
Softcover 280 pp. Ages 13 plus.
$24.99 TE $19.50

IT’S

.

SH oRTLISTed!

2020 NZ BOOK OF THE YEAR
ILLUSTRATION

DOZER THE FIRE CAT (INSPIRED BY TRUE EVENTS)
WRITTEN BY ROBYN PROKOP ILLUSTRATED BY JENNY COOPER
WRITING STYLE
This is a heart-warming true tale about
bravery and survival. The text is in
third person past tense. The author has
used supercharged verbs (eg stalking,
pouncing, washing), descriptive adjectives,
and onomatopoeic words (eg buzzed,
howled, wailed, meow). There is also simile
and alliteration on page 20 (‘Helicopters
buzzed like angry bees, and water
swooshed down from big buckets’), and
more alliteration on pages 24-25. The
text is written with a range of short and
long sentences and includes dialogue
from all the characters. The speech has
exclamation marks to show they are
yelling. Repetition has been used to
emphasise the busyness of the family
but also shows what each family member
treasures. For example, ‘Mum packed
the passports, Katie packed Mr Brown,
and Floyd packed his paints. . . while Dad
packed the chickens.’ The ellipsis symbol. .
. has been used to pause the story but also
keep the reader hooked to find out what
else Dozer does. The characters feature
Dozer’s family: two children and a mum
and dad, plus Dozer the tabby cat.

Shared Learning and Discussion Points
• Look at the cover. Who or what do you
think this story is about? Why do you
think that?
• On first glance at pages 4–5, what do
you think is the problem in the story?
• Who is the main character? Predict
what is going to happen to him.
• What does evacuate mean?
Where do you think they will go?

• What precious possessions would you
take if you had to evacuate?
• When you look at what each family
member packs into the car, what does
it tell you about them?
• When you see all the things Dozer
likes to do, what does it tell you about
this cat? Does his name reflect his
personality?
• How do you think the family is feeling
on pages 14–15?
• How do you think Dozer will feel
when he realises the family has gone
without him?
• Has anyone in the class smelled smoke
from a fire? How did it make you feel?
• What are the flying helicopters doing?
• Why has the author said they ‘buzz like
bees’? What is it called when an author
does that?
• Which people are trying to put out the
fire and what are they using?
• Why doesn’t Dozer like the ash sticking
to his paws?
• Why does Dozer need a cuddle?
• What other types of animals can you
see on pages 24–25?
• How do you think the family feels when
they see Dozer running towards them?
• How does Dozer show he is happy to
see them?
• How big was the fire? Can you find
another name for fire on the facts
spread (pages 30–31)?
• What is a monsoon bucket?
• Who helped save the animals and how
many did they save?
• Why did Leon win a trip on a helicopter?

ACTIVITIES
• Have students take different roles
to act out the play. Students in the
audience can ask the actors how they
felt while playing those parts.
• The family packed the car with their
favourite things or things they felt
they couldn’t do without. Which things
were ‘need to have’ and which things
were ‘want to have’? Ask the class
what their favourite things would be
and write them on the board. Then
sort those things into categories, eg
toys, comfort, food. Ask students to
put their hand up if they’d take a toy or
blankets or food, etc. Tally the results
and construct a graph. Analyse the
graph afterwards.
• Ask the students to compare the
illustrations of Dozer and the
photograph at the back of the book.
What are the similarities and the
differences between the photo and the
illustration? Then students can choose
their own photograph of something in
the natural world and create their own
illustration of that photograph.
• Read the story up to the point where
the family leaves the cat behind.
Brainstorm different resolutions and
what their outcomes could be. Draw
a line on the board or use a piece of
string to show there is a line. Then ask
students to place themselves on the
line between two of the alternative
endings. The closer a student stands to
one end shows their support for that
alternative. Students can then see and
discuss the range of opinion within
their class.

BOOK AWARDS TEACHING NOTES

ILLUSTRATION STYLE
The illustrator, Jenny Cooper has given plenty
of space to show the mischievous expressions
on the cat’s face which also emphasises his
aloneness, whereas the illustrations featuring
the family show pictures and text from all four
family members on a double-page spread.
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AUTHOR
JOY COWLEY

JOY COWLEY is one of New Zealand’s
best-loved writers for children and adults,
with an international reputation. She has
won a multitude of awards and honours
for her best-selling books, including the
Prime Minister’s Award for contribution
to literature. She was shortlisted for the
Hans Christian Andersen Award in 2018.

SONG OF THE RIVER
WRITTEN BY JOY COWLEY ILLUSTRATED BY KIMBERLY ANDREWS
In this resonant story from Joy Cowley,
Cam the mountain boy follows the river
from its trickling source in the snow
all the way to the sea. The river leads
him through forest, farms and towns to
the salty wind of the sea. The dramatic
landscapes are packed with detail to
discover in the world of the river.

CLASSROOM IDEAS, DISCUSSION
QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES
This story works on many levels. The
suggested activities are therefore for
a wide age and ability range.

Before Reading
What do you think this book might
be about just from hearing the title?
How do your ideas change when you
see the cover?

After Reading
Compare your initial thoughts to what
the book is actually about. Discuss the
phrase ‘you can’t judge a book by its
cover’.

Exploring the Book
In Song of the River, Joy Cowley uses a
literary device called personification,
which means giving something qualities
or abilities that humans have. For
example, ‘the water splashed and sang
in the voice of snow’. Why do you think
Joy Cowley used this device? Can you
find other examples of personification
in this book or in others?
The sounds of the river are described
in many different ways throughout
the book. Listen to sounds of nature

outside, or search for sounds online, such
as a gently flowing stream, a rushing
waterfall, light breeze, a rough storm,
heavy rain. List adjectives for each sound
and imagine what those sounds might be
saying if they were voices.
Examine each spread and make a list
of the animals that Kimberly Andrews
has included in the illustrations. Discuss
why the animals are included in that
spread but not others (for example, why
is the bear shown sleeping in a cave on
the mountain and not on the farm or
in the city?) What other animals might
you find in these areas? Why do these
animals live near the river? How do they
use the river?
How do humans use the river and the
sea as shown in the book? What other
ways do humans use bodies of water?
Use this book to help introduce the
water cycle to students. After reading,
show a diagram of the water cycle
to the class and ask what part of the
cycle is shown in Song of the River. How
can you stay safe when you are near
streams, rivers and the ocean?
Trace the source of a river near where
you live. You could look it up on a
map or, if you are able, travel to the
source of the river. What are the main
landmarks that the river passes? Are
there any conservation threats to the
river? Create a poster illustrating the
river’s course and your findings about
your chosen river. You can do this
activity on your own or in pairs.

There have been lots of great songs
written about rivers. In pairs or small
groups of 3-4, choose a song about a river
or rivers and perform for your class. You
could use instruments or sing a cappella.
You can decide if you want to perform the
whole song or just the chorus.
Examine the colours Kimberly Andrews
uses in the illustrations. Do the colours
change from spread to spread? Make a
list of the colours used in each area (this
is called the colour palette). Why do you
think she used these colour palettes for
the mountain, farm, city and ocean?
Choose two spreads to compare and
contrast the perspective, i.e. the angle
from which the reader/viewer sees what
is happening in the illustrations. For
example, compare the spread where
Cam is sitting by the river looking at
the fishes, to the spread of the farm.
What can you see in the illustration?
What is the illustrator trying to draw
your attention to? Where is Cam in each
spread—is he drawn large or small?
Examine several of the spreads and have
a class discussion about the following:
• What is the main colour or colours
used? What mood/ feeling do these
colours create?
• What objects are in the foreground,
the mid-ground and background of
the picture? Why do you think the
illustrator chose to do that?
• What are the characters on this page
doing and where are they looking?
Why are they doing this? What effect
does this have?

WHAT GOOD READERS DO
36 DOUBLE-SIDED BOOKMARKS!

OVER 1.5 METRES HIGH!

863. Figurative
Language Bookmarks
These bright, two-sided
bookmarks clearly
define important forms
of figurative language,
including metaphors,
similes, personification,
alliteration, imagery,
and more.
Teacher Created Resources.
36 full-colour bookmarks
printed both sides, each
152mm x 50mm. Primary.
$9.99 TE $8.50

LESS THAN $3 PER BOOK!
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864. CLASS SEND-HOME READING SET (UPPER PRIMARY)
A collection of popular reads to use for send-home reading.
15 books (may be a mix of softcovers and hardcovers). Titles may vary.
$246.85 TE $39.00

865. What Good Readers Do?
Colossal Poster

Grab students’ attention in a big way!
This colossal poster is impressive visually
and can be used as a learning aide or
visual reminder, library-shelving end
panels, general display or studies.
Teacher Created Resources. 1.68 metres H x
559mm W.
$24.99 TE $19.00
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CURRICULUM LINKS: Respond to texts, identifying favourite stories, authors, illustrators; share feelings and
thoughts about the events and characters in texts; discuss characters and events in a range of literary texts and
share personal responses to these texts, making connections with student’s own responses; express preference
for specific texts and authors and listen to the opinions of others; compare opinions about characters, events
and settings in and between texts; identify aspects of different texts that entertain, and give reasons for
personal preferences.

SAVE OVER

80

$

SAVE OVER

20%
866. The Adventures of Pippi Longstocking

5 COPIES OF
EACH BOOK!

Pippi Longstocking may have debuted in 1945, but she
feels like a very modern heroine: independent and spirited,
underpinned by kindness and warmth. These new editions of
the classic stories by Astrid Lindgren contain brand new blackand-white artwork, introducing Pippi’s adventurous spirit to a
whole new generation of readers.
The World of Astrid Lindgren, illus Mini Grey. Three softcovers,
each 144 pp. Lower/Middle Primary.
$41.97 TE $33.00

INCLUDES FREE

MEDIUM BOOK TUB!

867. Respond to Literature:
The Adventures of Pippi Longstocking

The World of Astrid Lindgren, illus Mini Grey. Three 144-pp softcovers x 5 copies
each. Plus Medium Yellow Book Tub (rear 245mm H x front 120mm H x 170 W x
270mm L). Lower/Middle Primary.
$222.84 TE $139.00

8 SOFTCOVERS

868. Roald Dahl Amazing Story Collection

Eight Roald Dahl classics in one amazing boxed set!
Roald Dahl. Penguin Books. Boxed set of eight softcovers. Middle/Upper Primary.
$135.00 TE $85.00
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PEPPARKAKOR COOKIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

½ tbsp ground cinnamon
½ tsp of ground cardamom
½ tsp ground cloves
½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
50ml water
225g plain flour

1. Mix the butter, sugar, syrup, and treacle in a saucepan.
Heat gently until the butter melts, stirring continuously.
2. Add the spices and mix thoroughly. Add the bicarbonate of soda,
water and flour, and stir thoroughly until it is completely mixed in.
3. Empty the mixture into a bowl. When cool, cover with cling film
and then leave the dough to rest in the fridge (ideally overnight).
4. Preheat the oven to 200°C. Knead the dough and then roll it
out thinly on a lightly floured surface. Cut it into shapes using a
biscuit cutter.
5. Transfer to a greased baking tray and bake for 5–8 minutes until
golden brown. Keep an eye on them as they burn very easily,
but they should be crisp.
6. Leave to cool on the baking sheets as they break easily when hot.
7. When cooled, decorate with icing and enjoy!

PIPPI LONGSTOCKING
WRITTEN BY ASTRID LINDGREN ILLUSTRATED BY MINI GREY
In 2020, Pippi Longstocking turns 75!
Or, to be completely accurate, the
first book about Pippi turns 75—Pippi

herself will always be the free-spirited
nine-year-old we know so well. The first
Pippi Longstocking story was published
in the autumn of 1945. From a world
devastated by war, Astrid Lindgren
wrote about a completely new type of
girl character. A strong, kind, curious,
anti-authoritarian, and playful girl who
makes extraordinary things happen.
With her mismatched stockings,
carrot-coloured hair and freckly face,
not to mention super-human strength
and resilience, Pippi Longstocking has
become a cultural icon.
ABOUT THE BOOK

Pippi Longstocking is a fiery heroine.
She lives in her house—Villa Villekulla—
with only her monkey and horse for
company because her father was a
sea captain who’s been missing, and
her mother died when she was young.
When Tommy and Annika, who live next
door, meet Pippi, they love her at once.
The three become great friends and
have adventures. In fact adventure and
sometimes trouble seem to follow Pippi.
There are some really funny parts to
the story that will have kids laughing
along. There are also some touching and
thought-provoking parts that are worth
talking about. Pippi is a little girl, living
alone. And despite her animal friends
that live with her and Tommy and Annika
next door, she has to fend for herself
and misses her parents. You might
ask students if they think it is entirely

realistic that a young person like Pippi
is living by herself without any adult
supervision. Why or why not?
HASS CONNECTIONS
• Pippi Longstocking is set in Sweden.
Encourage students to find out more
about Sweden and its culture. They
could label it on a map and share
Swedish fun facts they have uncovered.
LANGUAGE ARTS CONNECTIONS
• In chapter two, Pippi is a thing-finder.
Ask students what they would like to
find if they went on a thing-finding
expedition? Using the directions from
the book, take students on a Thing
Finding expedition. Have the students
each present what they found and how
they can use their things.
• Pippi is a very interesting character.
Have students draw a character map
describing her and giving examples from
the book.
• Pippi is very different from other
children, and it’s obvious when she’s
around Tommy and Annika. Use a Venn
diagram to contrast Pippi and Annika.
• Although each chapter in Pippi
Longstocking is a separate adventure,
the book also has definite rising action,
a climax, and falling action. Identify
these together as a class.
• Pippi has a very unusual house. Using
the description of Villa Villekulla from
the book, students could draw what they
think Pippi’s house looked like.
• The protagonist in most novels features
the main character or ‘good guy’.
The protagonist of Pippi Longstocking is,

of course, Pippi, a feisty young girl who
experiences many exciting adventures
as the story unfolds. Ask students to
think back on some of their favourite
characters from past novels they have
read or movies they’ve seen. Ask them
what they think makes for an especially
interesting protagonist?
• Challenge students to come up with
a way to teach Pippi her alphabet that
would be easier for her to understand
than the flashcards that were tried by
her teacher.
HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES
• Have students create a work of art that
displays each part of Pippi’s enormously
long name.
• A storyboard is a series of pictures that
tell about an important event in a story.
A storyboard can tell the story of only
one scene – or the entire novel. Ask
students to create a storyboard for all
or part of this book
• In chapter two, Pippi makes pepparkakor
cookies. These thin ginger-spiced
biscuits are traditional in Sweden—
particularly at Christmas time. Make
some as a class using the recipe above
(makes around 75 pepparkakor).
P.E CONNECTIONS
• Pippi is extremely strong. Hold a
strength contest in whatever form you
desire, eg arm wrestling.
• Play a massive game of tag with the class
and have students later write about why
this was so appealing for Pippi.

TEACHING NOTES

INGREDIENTS
• 75g butter
• 125g soft light-brown sugar
• 25g golden syrup
• 10g treacle
• ½ tbsp ground ginger
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870. Backward
Science

869. Build It!

Twenty-five step-by-step
experiments covering
key engineering and
STEM topics, and
challenges such as
building a stick bridge.
Bright and bold technical
illustrations provide
easy-to-understand
instructions.

Starts at the end, ends
at the beginning, and
allows readers to travel
backwards in time to see
what life was like before
major inventions and
discoveries that have
changed our world.
Clive Gifford. Quarto
Education. Softcover.
Full colour. 64 pp. Primary.

Quarto Education. Softcover.
120 pp. Primary.

$19.99 TE $15.00

$24.99 TE $17.50

4 SOFTCOVERS

SAVE OVER

30%

871. Design of Flight 4-Pack

Explore the world’s most exciting aircraft, emphasising the latest trends, from the revolutionary jet to VTOL aircraft. Included are
record-breakers, future designs, timelines and data on speed, size and agility. Simple technical diagrams explain aircraft engineering
and superb photography shows key machines in action.
Daintree Books. Four full-colour softcovers, each 32 pp. Middle/Upper Primary and Lower Secondary.
$71.96 TE $49.00

SAVE

60

$

.99

872. DIY Metal
Ferris Wheel

Develop students’
understanding of basic
engineering principles
by having them build
their own 3D metal
Ferris wheel, complete
with flashing lights!
Australia Tomorrow Trading.
954 pieces. Finished model
600mm high. Primary
(may require adult help).
$119.99 TE $59.00
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873. The Science of Engineering 4-Pack

Humorous asides, side panels, fascinating fact boxes and
quirky illustrations bring these subjects to life to inspire
budding engineers of the future.
Salariya Books. Four fuill-colour softcovers, each 32 pp. Primary.
$59.99 TE $29.00
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874. Giant Magnetic
Ten-Frame Set

Bring ten-frame concepts to
life on the whiteboard! Giant
magnetic ten-frames and
colourful discs allow students
and teachers to engage with
base-ten and other number and
operations skills (addition and
subtraction) as a group.
Learning Resources. 44-piece set
includes 4 magnetic frames, 40 discs
(20 green, 20 blue) and instruction
guide. Primary.
$49.99 TE $39.00

10 HARDCOVERS

SAVE

55

$

875. Science Boxed Set

A set of ten hardcovers in a slipcase, covering ten different curriculum-linked science topics for young readers.
Usborne Books. Ten full-colour hardcovers, each 32 pp, plus slipcase. Lower/Middle Primary.
$110.00 TE $55.00

170 PIECES

876. Geometric
Shapes Building Set

Create endless opportunities for
students to build and explore
shapes! Combine sticks in three
sizes, along with curves for
making circles and cylinders,
with two different types of
connectors to build 2D shapes.
Then combine them to make
new 2D and even 3D shapes!
Learning Resources. Activity set of
90 sticks in 3 lengths (58mm, 82mm,
133mm), 32 curves and 48 connectors
(each approximately 25mm diameter).
Foundation/Primary.
$79.99 TE $79.00
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877. Space Maps

An irresistible invitation to
outer space that draws on
the latest discoveries of
modern astronomy to take
children to the farthest
reaches of the universe,
through a mixture of circular
maps and flat maps of
the Solar System and the
galaxies beyond.

25%

878. Robots

Some people believe they
are destined to make our
lives easier while others
believe they could be
misused with dangerous
consequences. Investigates
the key elements of various
technological inventions,
practices and concepts
that are in use today

Lara Albanese, Illust Tommaso
Vidus Rosin. Oratia Media.
Hardcover. Full colour. Primary.

Charles Hope. Black Dog Books.
Hardcover. Full colour. 24 pp.
Primary.

$39.99 TE $35.00

SAVE

$26.99 TE $20.00

35
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SET OF 6

879. Women in
Science 4-Pack

SAVE

10

$

Read about
four women
scientists, all preeminent in their
fields, and their
accomplishments!

.99

880. Primary Science: Jumbo Magnifiers with Stand

Salariya Books. Four
full-colour softcovers,
each 32 pp. Primary.

Each magnifier features a super-safe, plastic lens and has a
flip-out stand to allow for engaged, hands-free viewing.
Learning Resources. Six magnifiers in six colours, each 114 mm in
diameter and 203 mm L, plus stand.

$59.99

$79.99 TE $69.00

TE $24.00

5-MINUTE SCIENCE
Instant, mind-blowing activities to get kids excited about science! Make a balloon scream, create a magic wand that moves a
soda can, balance an egg, keep paper dry underwater, and more. Use these learning-rich activities to introduce a new topic,
review a science concept, or bring a lesson to an exciting conclusion. Each activity requires only a few easy-to-find materials
and includes background information and discussion questions.
SAVE

20

$

.99

SAVE

20

$

.99

881. 5-Minute Science (Ages 5-8)

882. 5-Minute Science (Ages 9-11)

$59.99 TE $39.00

$59.99 TE $39.00

Scholastic US. Fifty large (203mm x 127mm) index cards and 2 tabs (teacher
demonstrations and student activities) in a sturdy storage unit. Ages 6 to 8.
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Scholastic US. Fifty large (203mm x 127mm) index cards and 2 tabs (teacher
demonstrations and student activities) in a sturdy storage unit. Ages 9 to 11.

SOCIAL SCIENCE LINKS
LESS THAN

HALF

PRICE!

883. Then and Now Complete Set

Amazing photographs accompanied by bite-sized chunks
of information present seven key Curriculum History
topics looking at the past in the present!
Wild Dog Books. Seven full-colour softcovers, each 26 pp. Primary.
$118.93 TE $59.00

A beautifully illustrated picture book that sensitively explains issues that
dominate the news in an appropriate manner for children.

SAVE OVER

SAVE OVER

45

SAVE OVER

45

%

45%

%

884. Poverty and Hunger

885. Refugees and Migrants

886. Racism and Intolerance

$24.99 TE $12.50

$24.99 TE $12.50

$24.99 TE $12.50

Louise Spilsbury, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

Louise Spilsbury, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

Louise Spilsbury, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

SAVE OVER

887. Rock
Explorer 4-Pack

From the way that
rocks are formed,
to identifying
gemstones, these
clear, concise texts
provide answers
about the basic
materials from which
our planet is made.
Quarto Education. Four
full-colour softcovers,
each 24 pp. Primary.

$49.99 TE $12.00

75%

888. You Wouldn’t
Want to Live
Without Bees!

Without bees, we would
have no honey, no food,
no cotton, no animals and
more! As far as important
species are concerned,
bees are at the top of
the list!
Alex Woolf, illus David Antram.
Salariya Books. Softcover.
Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

HALF

PRICE!

$17.99 TE $9.00
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SOCIAL SCIENCE LINKS
A beautifully illustrated picture book that sensitively explains issues that dominate the news
in an appropriate manner for children.
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889. Culture and Diversity

890. Rights and Equality

891. Global Conflict

$24.99 TE $12.50

$24.99 TE $12.50

$24.99 TE $12.50

Marie Murray, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette. Softcover.
Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

Marie Murray, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette. Softcover.
Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

Louise Spilsbury, illus Hanane Kai. Hachette.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.

SAVE OVER

892. Wisp:
A Story of Hope

Storytelling and imagination
have the power to offer
hope in this refugee story
of extraordinary power and
beauty from Amnesty CILIP
Honour-winning author of
The Bone Sparrow, Zana
Fraillon, and Kate Greenaway
Medal-winning illustrator
Grahame Baker Smith.

25%

Zana Fraillon, illus Grahame Baker
Smith. Hachette. Hardcover.
Full colour. 32 pp. Primary.
$27.99 TE $25.00

SAVE OVER

894. Topics Today 4-Pack

Encourage students to examine the world around them from
a range of perspectives. These informative titles will help them
understand topical issues from factual and practical viewpoints.

35%

Daintree Books. Four 32-pp, full-colour softcovers. Upper Primary/Lower Secondary.
$79.96 TE $49.00
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893. Food Atlas

Take students on an
extraordinary voyage of
discovery through the foods,
recipes and cultures that
characterise the six continents
of planet Earth. One country
at a time, the world of food
takes shape, and children have
fun exploring the maps and
gastronomic identities of
each geographical area.
Guilia Malerba, illus Febe Sillani.
Oratia Media. Hardcover.
Full colour. 72 pp. Primary.
$39.99 TE $29.00

ABOUT THE BOOK

Wisp is a heartfelt plea for empathy and
understanding for those who seek refuge.
This is one of the greatest challenges
the world has faced and the scale of the
problem grows ever larger. In focusing the
story on one child’s hope for the future
Fraillon and Baker-Smith encourage young
readers to consider the human impact of
government decisions and to question
policies which have left millions languishing
in refugee camps all over the world.

WISP A STORY OF HOPE
WRITTEN BY ZANA FRAILLON ILLUSTRATED BY GRAHAME BAKER-SMITH
SOCIAL SCIENCE:
REFUGEES & DETENTION
Idris and his family have lived in a refugee
camp all his life. This sort of upbringing is
difficult for those living in safe and secure
communities to even imagine. Discuss
with students the facts of this crisis. For
example, explain to students that there
are legal requirements for immigration
but that many have no option but to flee
persecution in ways which are unsafe
or may be deemed illegal. How should
governments tackle this issue?
• Discuss the contribution which has
been made to New Zealand society
by immigrants.
• Brainstorm how refugees might be
assisted and housed, rather than being
kept in detention.
• Encourage empathy by having a
guest speaker who has emigrated to
New Zealand to describe the journey
they took.
This picture book is about the nourishing
power of memory to infuse even the
direst of circumstances with a sense
of hope. It is also about how flashes of
memory can be provoked by a random
sensory object. What memories do the
people Idris encounters share with him?
• Read other books about memory and
compare them to this one. Examples
might include: Wilfrid Gordon McDonald
Partridge by Mem Fox; One Photo by
Ross Watkins; and The Memory Tree by
Britta Teckentrup.
• Invite students to share their own
happy memory and to write a story
about it.

Hope is a major theme in this book.
Idris, despite his terrible circumstances,
is offered a dream of a promising future
by the Wisp. What is the Wisp? Is it the
power of whispering secrets and stories
and protests around the world until they
grow into a powerful message of hope?
• Read other books about hope, such as
The Feather by Margaret Wild.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERACY
This is an example of a cumulative tale
which relies on a traditional structure in
which a character embarks on a journey,
encounters a series of people or animals,
repeats either a question or action, and
then a turning point leads to a climax.
Repetition is also important in cumulative
tales. The word ‘Once’ is repeated to
emphasise that the past is what the Wisp
gives each of these characters, until the
climax, when the order is upset by Idris’s
lack of a past, but is then resolved, by a
warm and hopeful ending.
• Discuss the structure of this story.
• Examine the use of language in this
text with words such as ‘softlied’,
and ‘gentlied’. Sentences are also
constructed inventively, for example,
‘He watched it wing higher and
higher, flying over the fences to
where people had forgotten how to
welcome wide feel.’

VISUAL LITERACY
The visual text of a book combines with
the written text to tell the story using the
various parts of the book’s design and
illustrations.

• The cover of a book is an important
part of its message. What does the
image on the cover suggest to the
reader? Take into account the way Idris
is standing, and the mood evoked by
the image.
• The title page is a double page image
of a refugee camp. Draw your own
image of this place.
• The format of the book is portrait in
design. How does the layout of the
storyboard and the design of the book
influence your reading of it? See,
for example, the page where Idris is
depicted in four squares.
• The medium or style employed is
paint, dip-pens, pencil sketches and
then everything is processed through
Photoshop. Using a simple online
drawing program, invite students to
create an artwork in response to
this book.
• The colours used in this book are in
sombre tones, or black silhouettes in a
stark contrast to the brighter colours
used in the memory sequences.
Discuss colour and how it can
influence feeling and mood.

CREATIVE ARTS
• Create a diorama of the image of the
houses in the camp depicted on the
title page.
• Write a song which reflects the
experiences of children like Idris.
• Create a poster to explore the issues
suggested in this book; write a slogan
and illustrate it graphically.

TEACHING NOTES

Idris lives in a desolate camp ‘where fences
grew from the dirt and shadows ruled’. But
the Wisp blows in one night and is ‘gentlied’
and ‘softlied’ into life by Idris’s welcoming
hands. Each time the Wisp appears Idris
takes it to a fellow inmate of this camp, and
in each encounter, it reminds the person of
the happy times in their past.

NEW ZEALAND ALL OVER!
LESS THAN

SAVE OVER

15%

2 SOFTCOVERS

895. Rona Moon

Rona Moon is angry with everyone—her brother, her Nana and
Papa—and then one night she calls the Moon stupid! Taken
to meet her ancestor Whaea Rona on the Moon, she learns
a lesson in how to control her temper. A sensitive, bilingual
retelling of this beloved myth.
Tim Tipene, translated by Stephanie Huriana Fong, illus Theresa Reihana.
Oratia Media. Hardcover. Full colour. 32 pp. Early Years/Lower Primary.

PRICE!

896. Favourite Māori Tales

Outcast Hinepau heals the land after it is destroyed by volcanic ash.
Tangaroa, god of the sea, takes pity on slow and unattractive Paua,
giving him a dazzling shell of many colours. Give the gift of Māori
storytelling with this fantastic picture-book duo!
Two full-colour softcover picture books. Primary.
$37.98 TE $16.00

$25.99 TE $22.00

LESS THAN

HALF

SAVE OVER

40

%

897. Down in
the Forest

HALF

PRICE!
898. In the Beginning

The traditional tale Over
in the Meadow is given
a kiwi twist and retells it
featuring New Zealand
native flora and fauna.

A stunning retelling of
the Māori creation legend
of the children of Rangi
and Papa as they try to
separate their parents and
bring light to the world.

Yvonne Morrison, illus Jenny
Cooper. Scholastic New
Zealand. Softcover. Full colour.
32 pp. Early Years/Lower
Primary.

Peter Gossage. Scholastic NZ.
Softcover. Full colour. 32 pp.
Lower/Middle Primary.

$17.99 TE $10.00

SAVE OVER

15

%

$18.99 TE $9.00

899. Pioneer Women

This fascinating collection
celebrates the legacy of
pioneer women who came
to New Zealand in the 19th
century. These are personal
records, from diaries and
letters, of courage, hard
work, happiness and sadness,
with a resolve that was
essential for survival in this
alien environment far from
home in Europe.
Sarah Ell. Oratia Media. Softcover.
Full colour. 100 pp. Upper Primary/
Secondary.
$29.99 TE $25.00
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SAVE OVER

15%

901. Rush to Riches

Explains the history and
processes of both these
formative industries, along
with characters that became
famous and infamous as
they toiled to become rich.
Plentiful illustrations and
information boxes show how
these industries shaped our
society and left their mark on
our environment.
Oratia Media. Softcover. Full colour.
100 pp. Upper Primary/Secondary.
$29.99 TE $25.00

NEW ZEALAND ALL OVER!
SET OF 6

LESS THAN

HALF

PRICE!

902. New Zealand Stencils

903. Abel Tasman

Creative Classrooms. Six flexible plastic stencils, each 127mm x 127mm.

Maria Gill, illus Marco Ivancic. Scholastic NZ. Hardcover. Full colour. 40 pp. Primary.

Decorate your classroom using these flexible plastic stencils
of a fern, koru, kiwi, tiki, pohutukawa and Māori patterns.
$18.99 TE $17.50

Join Tasman’s journey across wild, uncharted waters and
discover the legacy he left behind.
$27.99 TE $12.00

6 SOFTCOVERS + ONE CHART

SAVE OVER

35%
904. BARGAIN PACK: NZ ALL OVER

A bargain pack of resources covering New Zealand all over, from ancient
forests to its natural beauty today!
Six softcover, full-colour, 36-pp picture books plus one chart, 298mm x 420mm. Primary.
$127.93 TE $79.00

TEACHER ESSENTIALS
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HOME SWEET CLASSROOM
120 STICKERS
SAVE OVER

30%

SAVE OVER

25%

906. ‘Home
Sweet Classroom’
Today Chart

Convenient, useful
learning tool that
inspires as it decorates!
Teacher Created Resources.
Chart measures
432mm x 559mm.
$9.99 TE $6.50

905. ‘Home Sweet Classroom’ Stickers

These inspirational stickers are acid-free and lignin-free.

36 ACCENTS

Teacher Created Resources. 120 stickers, each approx. 25mm.
$6.99 TE $5.00

907. ‘Home Sweet
Classroom’ Magnetic
Whiteboard Eraser

908. ‘Home
Sweet Classroom’
Mini Accents

SAVE OVER

40%

SAVE OVER

45%

Use these decorative
mini accents to dress up
classroom walls and doors,
label bins and desks, or
accent bulletin boards.

Sticks to your magnetic
whiteboard so you always
know where it is!

Teacher Created Resources.
36 accents in 11 colours,
each approx. 70mm x 70mm.

Teacher Created Resources.
Approx. 102mm x 64mm x 25mm.
$8.99 TE $5.00

$9.99 TE $5.00

INTERNATIONAL TALK LIKE A PIRATE DAY!
19 SEPT 2020
28 REWARDS
SAVE OVER

SAVE OVER

40

55%

%
SAVE
.99

10

$
909. Treasure Chest

Use this Treasure Chest to hold rewards,
readers, manipulatives for learning centres,
special surprises, wristbands, stickers, and more!
Teacher Created Resources. Sturdy card chest, measuring
241mm x 203mm x 216mm assembled. Easy-to-follow
directions for assembly included.
$27.99 TE $16.50
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910. Treasure Chest Rewards

911. You Wouldn’t Want
to Be a Pirate’s Prisoner!

Reward good behaviour, hard work
or special achievements! Children will
enjoy choosing from 28 reward trinkets.

This riotous adventure includes
illustrations that combine humour
and accurate technical detail, a timeline,
fun facts, a list of characters and a map.

Teacher Created Resources. Twenty-eight reward
trinkets. Early Years/Foundation/Primary.

John Malam, illus David Antram. Salariya Books.
Softcover. Full colour. 40 pp. Primary.

$24.99 TE $14.00

$17.99 TE $7.50
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#

ORDERS DUE BY
ISSUE 6 2020

CLASS

TE Titles

Price

Qty

$

#

TE Titles

Price

Qty

TEL

$

#

Price

TE Titles

801 Wildest Book Week Ever!

$14.00

839 Short Reads Fiction Box 3

$399.00

877 Space Maps

$35.00

802 World's Worst Teachers

$21.00

840 Short Reads Fiction Box 4

$399.00

878 Robots

$20.00

803 Contagion

$12.00

841 Short Reads Fiction Box 5

$399.00

879 Women in Science 4-Pack

$24.00

804 Magnetic Whiteboard 10-Pack

$79.00

842 Short Reads Non-fiction Box 1

$399.00

880 Jumbo Magnifyers with Stand

$69.00

805 51 Things to Make…Paper Plates

$12.00

843 Short Reads Non-fiction Box 2 $399.00

881 5-Minute Science (Ages 5-8)

$39.00

806 51 Things to Make…Toilet Rolls

$12.00

844 Short Reads Non-fiction Box 3 $399.00

882 5-Minute Science (Ages 9-11)

$39.00

807 51 Things to Make…Egg Cartons

$12.00

845 Short Reads Non-fiction Box 4 $399.00

883 Then and Now Complete Set

$59.00

808 51 Things to Make…Cardboard

$12.00

846 Short Reads Non-fiction Box 5 $399.00

884 Poverty and Hunger

$12.50

809 Playing with Collage + Notes

$25.00

847 The Gobbledegook Book

$25.00

885 Refugees and Migrants

$12.50

810 Emotions Art & Language

$49.00

848 Mini Whinny #2

$10.00

886 Racism and Intolerance

$12.50

811 Funny Animals Collection

$29.00

849 Pūrākau o Aotearoa…

$12.50

887 Rock Explorer 4-Pack

$12.00

812 Omeletta Hen

$12.00

850 Tales of Aotearoa…

$12.50

888 You Wouldn't Want… Bees

813 Thelma the Unicorn

$15.00

851 The Day the Plants Fought Back $15.00

889 Culture and Diversity

$12.50

814 CLASS SEND-HOME SET (EY)

$39.00

852 Lizard's Tale

$14.00

890 Rights and Equality

$12.50

815 Rules and Responsibilities

$12.50

853 Prince of Ponies

$12.00

891 Global Conflict

$12.50

816 Protecting the Planet

$12.50

854 Miniwings #6

892 Wisp: A Story of Hope

$25.00

$8.00

817 I Am Peace

$19.50

855 Flit the Fantail… Mystery Eggs

$10.00

893 Food Atlas

$29.00

$22.00

856 Ko Flit, Te Tīrairaka me…

$10.00

894 Topics Today 4-Pack

$49.00
$22.00

819 Change Your Mindset (LP)

$29.00

857 Mophead

$19.00

895 Rona Moon

820 Change Your Mindset (MP)

$29.00

858 Dozer the Fire Cat

$15.00

896 Favourite Māori Tales

$16.00

821 Hello! A Counting Book…

$22.00

859 Song of the River

$22.00

897 Down in the Forest

$10.00

822 Kids Who Did

$19.00

860 Wildlife of Aotearoa

$29.00

898 In the Beginning

$9.00

823 Classroom Kindness Poster Set

$15.00

861 Ursa

$15.00

899 Pioneer Women

$25.00

824 Be Amazing Display Set

$19.00

862 Wynter's Thief

$19.50

901 Rush to Riches

$25.00

825 Magnetic Learning Letters

$40.00

863 Figurative Language Bookmarks

826 Magnetic Vowel Owls

$29.00

864 CLASS SEND-HOME SET (UP)

902 New Zealand Stencils

$17.50

$39.00

903 Abel Tasman

$12.00
$79.00

827 Sight Words 1-50 Clingy…

$15.00

865 What Good Readers Do Poster

$19.00

904 BARGAIN PACK: NZ All Over

828 Sight Words 51-100 Clingy…

$15.00

866 Adventures of Pippi…

$33.00

905 ‘Home Sweet’ Stickers

829 CLASS SEND-HOME SET (LP)

$39.00

867 Respond to Literature: Pippi

830 The Spelling Box 1

$69.00

868 Roald Dahl…Collection

$5.00

906 ‘Home Sweet’ Today Chart

$6.50

$85.00

907 ‘Home Sweet’ Whiteboard Eraser

$5.00

$139.00

831 The Spelling Box 2

$69.00

869 Build It!

$17.50

908 ‘Home Sweet’ Mini Accents

832 The Spelling Box 3

$69.00

870 Backward Science

$15.00

909 Treasure Chest

$16.50
$14.00

$5.00

833 The Spelling Box 4

$69.00

871 Design of Flight 4-Pack

$49.00

910 Treasure Chest Rewards

834 The Spelling Box 5

$69.00

872 DIY Metal Ferris Wheel

$59.00

911 You Wouldn't Want… Pirate's

835 The Spelling Box 6

$69.00

873 The Science of Engineering

$29.00

912 School Essentials Catalogue FREE!

$39.00

874 Giant Magnetic Ten-Frame Set

$39.00

837 Short Reads Fiction Box 1

$399.00

875 Science Boxed Set

$55.00

838 Short Reads Fiction Box 2

$399.00

876 Geometric Shapes Building Set

$79.00

836 CLASS SEND-HOME SET (MP)

TWO EASY WAYS TO ORDER AND PAY!
1

YOUR OWN ONLINE ACCOUNT
Use your own Scholastic account to order and pay online
You will have the option to pay by credit card and earn Scholastic Rewards on every order.
Your student and class orders can still be placed by your school’s Book Club Organiser.

bookclub.scholastic.co.nz

2

YOUR SCHOOL’S BOOK CLUB ORGANISER
Cash, Cheque or Voucher

Please enclose cash with completed order form and return to BCO. Please make cheques payable
to Scholastic New Zealand. Attach to completed order form and return to BCO.

$

$9.00

818 Don't Worry Little Crab

$8.50

Qty

$7.50

Order your personal copy of our NEW
2020 School Essentials Catalogue now!
It will be delivered back with your order.

TOTAL QTY

TOTAL COST

$

LESS ANY CREDIT
VOUCHERS RETURNED

$

PAYMENT TO SCHOOL

$

SCHOLASTIC—100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

If you are not completely satisfied with any Book Club item, simply
return it within 30 days for a credit or refund no questions asked!
PLEASE NOTE: Due to occasional supply issues, all Teacher Essentials
offers are available WHILE STOCKS LAST.
Risk of loss transfers upon Scholastic’s delivery of the ordered products
to its carrier. The items purchased through this Book Club offer may not
be resold. Teachers are acting in the best interest of their students, they
are not agents or representatives of Scholastic Book Clubs.

Opens up a world of opportunities
One log-in gives you…
4

YOUR OWN SCHOLASTIC REWARDS (you earn Scholastic Rewards,
you spend them how you want, when you want, on 1000’s of
teaching resources and children’s books)

4
4
4

FREE Curriculum linked downloadable activities
FREE Teaching Notes on focused books and resources
NEW Literature and context focused book collections
directly linked to curriculum outcomes.

Where can you use your log-in?
School Essentials
The book club for teachers!
Everything you need.
The latest
teaching
resources,
best-selling
school supplies
and great
discounted
prices.

scholastic.co.nz/educators

The online store for teachers!
Everything you need. And more!
A virtual shop full of
all of the resources
you see in Teacher
Essentials PLUS
extended ranges,
bestsellers, newest
releases and 1000’s
of children’s books at
20% off every day!

schoolessentials.co.nz

ONE log-in lets you shop the Teacher Essentials
catalogue and School Essentials.
And lets YOU build your bank of Scholastic Rewards!

